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City of Fremantle
PC2110-1 JAMES STREET, NO.8 (LOT 857) FREMANTLE – SECTION 31
RECONSIDERATION FOR DIGITAL PYLON SIGN - (JL DA0026/21)
Additional Information 1 – Justification Letter
John W. Kirkness
77a George Street
East Fremantle WA 6158
ABN: 44 110 800 414
30th July, 2021
The Chief Executive Officer
City of Fremantle
70 Parry Street
Fremantle WA 6160
Attn: Mr Justin Lawrence
Coordinator Statutory Planning
SIGNAGE APPLICATION: “FUNKEE MONKEE” SMALL BAR FACILITY;
NO.8 (LOT PT.857) JAMES STREET, FREMANTLE: DA0026/21
REVISED PROPOSAL FURTHER TO OUTCOME OF MEDITATION:
SAT APPEAL MATTER DR 130/2021
Dear Justin
Please find attached a revised development proposal for the illuminated digital pylon sign
to the front of the premises at No.8 James Street, Fremantle. This has been prepared
further to the outcome of the recent SAT mediation hearing regarding the application
previously refused planning consent by the City. At this hearing both parties agreed to
pursue the possibility of a mediated outcome involving the consideration of a revised
proposal that reduced the scale of the proposed digital signboard and provided additional
supporting information with regard to operation of the sign and signage to the premises
generally.
The revised proposal has also been developed to meet the requirements of the City’s
proposed LPS4 Scheme Amendment No.82, with particular regard to large format digital
signs and land use permissibility.
The proactive approach adopted by the parties at mediation, with the assistance of the
SAT Tribunal Member was greatly appreciated to allow the matter to move forward in the
manner prescribed. The applicant sincerely wants to see an outcome that meets both the
reasonable needs of his business and the ongoing enhancement of the visual amenity of
the site and locality.
Where the application was previously determined under delegation at officer level, an
overview of the proposal and the issues it has raised is provided for the information of
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Elected Members, also consolidating all the information related to the application as now
revised in a single supporting submission.
Background
The site contains two distinct buildings, a heritage listed 19th Century former dwelling to
the streetfront, partially tenanted by a hairdressing and design studio and a former 1960s
industrial warehouse structure to the rear portion, now occupied and fitted out as a small
bar facility. A large, bitumenised carpark exists between the buildings and the adjacent
commercial premises at Nos.12-14 to the east, with this facility shared during business
hours across the three premises. These premises visually present around a single open
space from the street in this regard, with the sidewall of No.12 forming the edge of that
communal open space.
An existing, previously approved illuminated pylon sign exists to the front of the site, with
a small 1.1 x 1.1m plywood signboard advertising the studio presently applied over this.
The pylon sign was previously approved for the whole of the site and is not attached
exclusively to the cottage portion. Historic photographs show a profusion of signage
applied across both the buildings.
A similar (though larger) illuminated pylon sign exists to the front of No.12 James Street
advertising that premises / tenancy, while a canvas signboard applied to the front sidewall
of the historic cottage is presently unallocated, with a former tenant’s signage still applied.
Both Nos.12 and 14 have additional wall and under awning signage facing the streetfront.
The “Funkee Monkey” small bar has a signboard applied to its rear building frontage,
however is set far back from the streetfront between the two heritage cottages and does
not provide any visual presence to predominantly passing traffic at the streetfront. This
places it at considerable disadvantage in terms of commercial exposure.
A small,
temporary digital sandwich-board sign has been placed at the streetfront to address this,
however has been subject to Council attention and prompted the need to now pursue an
appropriate signage solution for the facility.
Proposal
The application seeks to provide a revamped illuminated pylon sign at the James Street
streetfront. The existing pylon sign will be modified to provide a new 0.94m x 1.80m
illuminated digital screen panel in place of the old 1.1m x 1.1m illuminated sign. This can
provide potential advertising for both tenancies (hairdresser / design studio and small bar)
with the adaptable sign split between them. The sign will be integrally modified as shown
in the submitted drawings, neatly arranged in relation to the heritage cottage and designed
to minimise visual impacts while providing relevant signage information.
Statutory Requirements / Heritage Considerations
The existing pylon sign, dating from the 1970s was likely permitted / approved in present
form, however will be subject to the proposed modification. Cl.61 of Schedule 1 of the
Planning and Development (LPS) Regulations 2015 would ordinarily not require a planning
application for signage that is consistent with Council’s Local Planning Policy 2.14
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“Advertisement Policy”, other than where the subject site is contained on the City’s
Heritage List. A development application is therefore required having regard to the
protection of heritage significance and amenity.
The relevant parts of LPP2.14, as the guide for consideration of the application under the
Scheme / Regulations are referred to as follows.
The existing and amended sign meets the definition of a “pylon sign” under the Planning
&Development (LPS) Regulations and Council policy. The proposed sign meets all the
relevant general requirements of Pt.1 of Policy LPP2.14. In particular the proposal
restores the operational status of a formerly approved illuminated sign, required at Pt1 (e).
As a digital presentation it will present static imagery for the on-site tenancy/ies, will not
include movement, animation or flashing in its presentation and is not therefore an
“animated sign” as separately defined (and subsequently excluded) under the Policy.
With regard to Pt1.(c), the sign is discrete and appropriate to its locality, reflecting the scale
and form of signage common in this northern portion of the City and where James Street
is a significant vehicular through-way. The slightly enlarged format does not overpower
the site nor create any visual clutter through its integrated form.
In particular, the enlarged sign is designed to align with the base of the adjacent verandah
fascia, providing compatibility with the heritage building. This is further assisted by the
vertical alignment of the sign that effectively narrows the sign and reduces visual impacts
on the streetscape. The overall sign is not increased in height from the present sign and
set well below the ridge of the heritage building adjacent. It is also generally aligned with
the larger pylon sign to the front of No.12.
With regard to Pt.2.5 re specific requirements for pylon signs, the proposal meets all the
requirements of the clause, as outlined above. In particular the sign is not increased in
height, where this is set relative to the ridge of the building per (a), while its composite form
meets the requirement for one pylon potentially containing the advertisements for both
tenancies.
With regard to Pt.4 re specific heritage considerations, the proposed extended sign will not
cover any significant architectural features nor significantly obstruct the view between the
building and the street. Where the proposed amended sign is so minimal in impact, the
content of a heritage assessment might be seen as otherwise covered by this and previous
submissions.
Digital Format
The replacement illuminated sign panel is intended to be digital, applying contemporary
technology to achieve neat, clearly visible and flexible advertising. Present technology
makes such LCD signage both practical and cost effective, with illumination able to be
controlled in accordance with any approval and with the display screen clearly able to be
adapted to subsequent potential tenancies, obviously subject to amended approval.
The proposed amended pylon sign is clearly not an “Animated Sign” per the definition in
the policy where the proposed sign and its contents does not move and where the
operative part of the definition is a …”sign or its contents that moves”. The list of types of
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signs that follows this operative prohibition includes a whole range of sign types that might
affect this, however clearly does not mean these sign types are automatically deemed to
be “animated”. It is rather how they are used to incorporate animation as part of their
advertising message that may potentially make them so.
This accords with the common use definition of the term “animated”, defined in the
Macquarie Concise Dictionary as;
“Full of life, action or spirit, lively, vigorous;…moving or made to move as if alive.”
The Concise Oxford Dictionary provides further definition as;
“breathe life into, make lively, give appearance of movement by using quick succession of
gradually varying drawings…”
The particular reference to LCD screen signs refers to their use as …”trivision”, “variable
message”, “changing message”, and “fibre optic” signs”. None of these uses is proposed
for the sign contained in the application, and any use in this capacity would be contrary to
an approval under the policy. It would seem very strange to withhold approvals for any
type of development because subsequent use / development could be potentially
inconsistent with that approval; virtually any type of development approval could be so
construed.
The applicant is very happy to have a condition requiring the proposed sign to contain nonmoving images attached to their approval, in accordance with the operative part of the
Policy definition.
Revised Proposal
As discussed in mediation, the applicant is quite happy to consider a reduction in the size
of the proposed replacement illuminated signboard, both to allay any general concerns re
visual bulk and scale and also to meet the requirements of Council’s proposed Scheme
Amendment 82 having regard to large format digital signs as a specific (and excluded)
land use.
While the scale of the sign as originally proposed, at 1.2m w x 1.8m h and with a display
area of 2.0m was hardly ‘large’, there is scope to reduce this and still provide sufficient
display area to meet the advertising needs of the premises. Importantly, the particularly
clear illumination of a digital sign will assist this visibility where the overall size of the sign
is reduced.
Proposed Scheme Amendment 82 relates primarily to bringing land use definitions into
conformity with those of the LPS Regulations, however also deals with “large format digital
signs” as a new and distinct land use under LPS4, thereafter excluding it as a permitted
land use under the Scheme. As both a specific “land use”, rather than as signage
ordinarily attached to an approved land use of subject premises, and as a “large format”
sign, the provision is clearly intended to deal with billboard type advertising and can be
easily understood in this context. It is also worth noting that Council’s public advertising
text for the Amendment provides an advisory definition for such large format digital signs
as having “…a display area greater than 13m2”, clearly equating with the large billboard
type digital signs now being seen in urban localities.
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Notably, the actual text of the Draft Scheme Amendment at Cl.4(i) ‘reduces’ the defined
scale of a large format digital sign very considerably from 13m2 as advertised to 1.5m2.
Most importantly, the proposed amendment does not exclude LCD signs per se from use
within the City, rather only large format type signs as a distinct land use on sites. The
Scheme Amendment also makes no specific reference to the Council’s “Advertisement
Policy” LPP2.14, however by its specific exclusion of large format digital signs might
reasonably be seen to acknowledge the otherwise permissibility of smaller format LCD
signs under that Policy.
To meet this tacit ‘permissibility’, the applicant has reduced the scale of the proposed sign
from 1.2m width to 0.94 m width, while maintaining a sign height of 1.8m. The proposed
LCD sign has a perimeter frame of 40mm, providing a display area of 0.86m w x 1.72m h,
with a resultant display area of 1.48m2, below the 1.5m2 for a ‘large format’ sign. The
resultant sign is not therefore picked up and excluded by the proposed Scheme
Amendment and remains permissible under LPP 2.14.
The sign at this scale provides both a pleasing aesthetic in itself and the ability to provide
two equal square portions for the present tenancies should that approach be desired.
There is no particular intention to seek further advertising attached to the heritage building
itself, while the existing illuminated sign to the rear premises and separately proposed wall
sign at the edge of the small bar carparking facility form a balanced and non-imposing suite
of signage for the premises as seen separately and independently from different
perspectives in the street. This cumulative streetfront visibility is considered crucial for
the operational viability of the premises.
As stated in the original application, the applicant is quite happy to have a condition/s
imposed to ensure that the sign does not operate in a moving image capacity and thereby
become an “animated sign” relative to the definition under LPP 2.14 and nominally
excluded under Cl.1.1(g). The greater ability to display different static images that have
been approved is of course a clear advantage of the LCD screen type sign, however not
an option presently excluded under normal planning controls for any sign type. Approval
of specific imagery would of course be required in general terms, with any frequency in
alternating these, subject to appropriate conditioning by Council.
Contrary to an idea that small scale LCD signage might lead to some sort of proliferation
of unsightly advertising signage across the City, the sign type arguably provides clearer
illumination and visibility at a consequently smaller scale, within an inherently neater
structural framing form. The ability to amend imagery contained in the signs can also
minimises the proliferation of redundant and visually deteriorated signage commonly found
with traditional sign types that are frequently poorly maintained and managed.
*
Where the sign is highly relevant to its site, wholly respectful of its heritage and streetscape
settings and closely related to existing sign structures without any proliferation of additional
or irrelevant signage, it is hoped the City would want to pursue such a proactive
interpretation and application of its policy in this instance.
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The applicant believes the signs are clearly consistent with the policy as it is both worded
and intended to be applied and therefore directly approvable as such. It is also consistent
with the scope and intent of Scheme Amendment 82 as it applies to large format digital
signs.
Notwithstanding this conformity, the application of discretion with regard to the relevant
portions of the Policy remains available to the City at S.3.1 should it still be considered
necessary. It is hard to imagine any signage situation that could more appropriately
warrant the exercise of that discretionary power. Clearly the provision is specifically
included in the Policy to support appropriate applications. Where such clearly site-specific
considerations pertain, we believe there is no threat of inappropriate precedent in Council
varying the requirements of Pt.1(h) under Pt.3 of its Advertisement Policy to approve the
application.
This proposed signage is of very great operational and commercial significance to the
“Funkee Monkee” premises, having particular regard to its setting away from the
streetfront, but also adding to the visual aesthetic of the premises and streetscape
generally. The present tenant and owner of the site have over recent years undertaken
significant building and landscaping works (hard and soft) to the site that have greatly
improved its streetscape contribution and visual appeal. The proposed sign will further
contribute in this regard.
Council’s assistance in reconsidering and supporting the revised application will be greatly
appreciated. Should you have any queries or require further information or clarification,
please contact the applicants or myself on tel. 0405 738 881 or at jwkahp@iinet.net.au.
In light of the matters raised, we are very happy to meet on site to further discuss the
proposal with Councillors and staff.
Yours sincerely

John W. Kirkness
B.A.(Hist), B.Arch.
for
Ravi Mehta & Rajnesh Palan
“Funkee Monkee”
and
Wade Anderson
Owner
No.8 /10 James Street
Fremantle
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Additional Information 2 - Refused Development Plans
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Additional Information 3 - Site Photo

8 James Street – Current pylon Sign
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PC2110-2

LOUISA STREET, NO. 1 (LOT 2), SOUTH FREMANTLE – SECOND
STOREY ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS TO EXISTING DWELLING
(TG DA0299/21)

Additional Information 1 – Site Photos
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Photo 2 - Rear elevation

Photo 3 - Rear lane
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Additional Information 2 – Heritage Comments
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PC2110-3

WESTMEATH STREET, NO. 7 (LOT 23) NORTH FREMANTLE - THREE
STOREY SINGLE HOUSE WITH BASEMENT (TG DA0316/21)

Additional Information 1 – Site Photo

Photo 1: Subject site as viewed from Westmeath Street, see three properties with third
storey gable ended loft style elements.
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